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Message from Mayor Denis
Martin

Another event that is making a great in-person return is
the Deux-Montagnes Family
Run, which will also be held at
Parc Central on July 10. True to the previous editions, the
sporting event offers a free 300-metre Bout chou run,
as well as 1 km, 5 km, and 10 km races. The familyfriendly spirit of this event makes it a must-attend sporting event to experience the adrenaline rush of timed
group racing while enjoying a festive and friendly atmosphere. Registration is open online until the day before the race, and in-person registration will be accepted
in the morning on site.
Pop-up events and activities in our parks and a program of free outdoor lessons all summer will also brighten
the life of Deux-Montagnes neighbourhoods. For those
who have not already done so, I invite the citizens of DeuxMontagnes to subscribe to our various platforms, including Facebook, and to visit our website to not miss out on
the great activities offered!
Finally, during this moving season, I would like to wish
the most cordial welcome to all the new residents who
have decided to settle in the city of Deux-Montagnes. A
green and inclusive city, Deux-Montagnes always seeks
to respect the surrounding environment, to honour municipal history, and to offer quality municipal services
focused in particular on healthy lifestyles. I invite you to
consult our Citizen s Handbook online, under the Your
City tab, a reference tools specially designed to welcome
you and help you explore your new living environment.

Dear citizens,
Please allow me to start by saying a
few words about the City s financial
health, as this is the time of the year
when municipal financial statements
must be tabled. The financial statements of the City of Deux-Montagnes
were tabled at the June 9 City Council meeting, indicating
a small surplus resulting from the management planning
practiced by our administration..
The amounts released from operating expenditures
were lower than the budget, allowing for the cash acquisition of certain capital assets and the creation of reserves
(reserves for water services and for the maintenance and
improvement of real estate assets) in prevision of anticipated investments and to manage unforeseen developments. The sound use of public funds also allowed the
City of Deux-Montagnes to give citizens a tax break in
2021 by freezing the tax rate. For those who would like to
know the specifics, the detailed financial statements are
available for consultation on the City s website.
I am, of course, delighted with such positive results,
but also with the wonderful activities planned for DeuxMontagnes citizens over the next weeks, starting with the
return of Canada Day celebrations at Parc Central on July
1. It is an honour for the City of Deux-Montagnes to be a
Canada Day partner. After two years of pandemic, the
urge to come together around common values is stronger
than ever. I salute the commitment of the organizing com- Wishing everyone a great summer!
mittee for putting together festivities that will allow the
entire population of the RCM, young and old alike, to come
celebrate what collectively makes us proud of being Ca- Denis Martin, Mayor of Deux-Montagnes
nadians.
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HORTICULTURAL DAY 2022
By Margaret Fung-A-Ling

On Saturday, May 28, Deux-Montagnes residents were
invited to the annual Horticultural Day at the DeuxMontagnes municipal garage (625 20e avenue). Despite
the early morning drizzle, residents lined up in droves
with umbrellas in hand as early as 8:30 a.m in the parking
lot.
This year, the garage was filled with a sea of yellow
annual flowers. Free plants were distributed to everyone
with proof of residency on a first come, first served basis
between 9:00 a.m and 2:00 p.m. Each Deux-Montagnes resident was given free annual flowers, 2 herbs and 1 tree
shoot.

Florindo Stabile and Micheline Groulx-Stabile, DeuxMontagnes City Councillor

The Deux-Montagnes Scouts were on site volunteering their help with the distribution of plants and information leaflets. Volunteers also offered hot dogs,
beverages and snacks to benefit La Maison des
Jeunes .
In addition to the plant distribution from the garage, horticultural expertise was shared by representatives from
the city and from Les Incroyables Comestibles (The Incredible Edible Project) an urban gardening project that
was started in Todmorden, West Yorkshire, UK in 2008.
The concept spread internationally and caught on in Quebec communities such as Quebec City, Montreal, St-Hilaire,
St-Bruno, St-Hilaire, Drummondville and now DeuxMontagnes! Berthe Blanchard, a volunteer with the City
of Deux-Montagnes explained the concept behind the new
community gardens now available for residents at six locations: Parc Armitage, Parc Gerard-Brault, Parc JeanPaul Beauchemin, Parc Mastromatteo, Parc Mikael
Kingsbury and Parc Olympia. This urban agriculture
concept is in line with the goal of increasing local food
resiliency. Volunteers are invited to plant, water or simply harvest vegetables in sections of these parks designated as community gardens.
For the past 13 years, the Horticultural Day has been an
initiative organized by the City of Deux-Montagnes in
partnership with The Caisse Desjardins Saint-EustacheDeux-Montagnes to help residents with their gardening The Quebec Ministère des Forets de la Faune et des
projects and provide horticultural advice and informa- Parcs donated 500 tree shoots, each with an information sheet for distribution to residents
tion.
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Neighbour Day in Deux-Montagnes
By Diane LaBelle O Neill
I would like to share my first neighborhood party experience. I was asked to go to all the Parks and take photos of each
the Municipal councillors in their district. It was a great experience. Each district had something different. There was
plenty of food and entertainment for the children, games and face painting. Firemen and police were present
allowing the kids to climb on the fire truck. It was a good feeling to see the community getting together. If you did not
get to the neighborhood party, be sure to visit next year.

DISTRICT DU GRAND-MOULIN Manon Robitaille

DISTRICT DE LA GARE Frédéric Berthiaume

DISTRICT DU LAC Erik Johnson

DISTRICT DU COTEAU Michel Mendes

DISTRICT DE L OLYMPIA Micheline Groux Stabile

DISTRICT DU GOLF Margaret Lavallée
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PRESS RELEASE

2021 Financial Statements: Small Surplus and Management
Planning for the City of Deux-Montagnes
Deux-Montagnes, June 10, 2022 - The 2021 financial statements for the City of Deux-Montagnes were tabled at the
June 9 , City Council meeting, indicating a surplus of $700,000.
Such an impressive performance can be partly explained through an increase in operating revenues of approximately
$1M, mainly due to higher than expected transfer tax revenues. In contrast, expenditures and other tax items were
$300,000 higher.
Among the financial highlights, note that the amounts released from the operating expenditures that were lower
than the budget ($1.4M in total) allowed for the cash acquisition of certain capital assets. They also enabled the
creation of reserves (reserves for water services and for the maintenance and improvement of real estate assets) in
prevision of anticipated investments and to manage unforeseen developments.
The Mayor of Deux-Montagnes, Denis Martin, is happy with these financial results: The municipal administration
has rigorous management practices, is proactive and ensures that future expenditures are forecast over the coming
years, including for infrastructure, transportation, and the environment. The sound use of public funds has also
allowed the City of Deux-Montagnes to give citizens a tax break in 2021 by freezing the tax rate, he stated.
INVESTMENTS FOR REVITALIZATION
Investments in 2021 amounted to $7.5M.
* Street repairs
* Dike
* Vehicles and equipment (Fire Safety Department)
* Vehicles (various services)
* City hall and fire station parking lot
* Noise barrier (studies)
* Building renovations
* Pump house
* Parc du Centenaire - property acquisition
* Leisure and public works (equipment)
* Computer equipment
* Fire Safety Department (equipment)

$2,240,000
$1,320,000
$815,000
$410,000
$215,000
$310,000
$365,000
$90,000
$870,000
$685,000
$130,000
$55,000

The subsidies recorded by the City for investment projects in 2021 were $650,000 for the permanent dike.
The achievements of this budget were made possible through the common vision and productive collaboration of
the members of the City Council. The General Manager and the Treasurer of the municipality also play a key role in
achieving organizational and financial objectives. I would like to give a special thanks to all of them. The meticulousness and participation of all the involved stakeholders contribute to making Deux-Montagnes a city where it is good
to live and to prosper, concluded Mayor Denis Martin.
The financial statements for fiscal year 2021 are available on the City s website.
30
Source and information:
Valérie Legault
Chief of the Communications Department (citizen relations)
City of Deux-Montagnes
450-473-2796, ext. 6237
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New Partnership with Organization Au Grenier Populaire
News release

Deux-Montagnes, June 16, 2022 The City of DeuxMontagnes is pleased to announce its partnership with
non-profit organization Au Grenier Populaire, for home
collection of used furniture and appliances. DeuxMontagnes citizens can now take advantage of this free
service to give a second life to furniture which they want
to dispose of, provided it is in good condition.

- Air conditioner
- Stove
- Washer and dryer
- Dehumidifier
- Water dispenser
- Heat pump
Furniture donation process
- Collection requests must be submitted online: https://
www.grenierpopulaire.com/cueillette-et-livraison
- The furniture must be in good condition and meet
cleanliness standards. A picture of the item is required by
the organization before collection to avoid any
misunderstandings and unnecessary travel.
- For moving large furniture, the entrance door must
already have been removed to facilitate handling.
- No item may be added to a collection if it has not been
previously accepted by the organization, in order to
prevent disruption to the carrier s management of space
and time.
- For collection of non-functional appliances, they must be
placed outside the home the day before the collection and
protected from the weather. Citizens should be careful
not to place items at the curbside in order to avoid theft.

About Au Grenier Populaire
This new agreement is in line with our environmental values. Too
much furniture has already been sent to landfill sites, because of the
difficulty some citizens have to transport it to a donation centre by
their own means. Working with Au Grenier Populaire means
contributing to valuing social integration and encouraging ecoresponsible consumption, eagerly noted the Mayor of DeuxMontagnes, Denis Martin.
The organization Au Grenier Populaire accepts
donations of furniture that can be resold (i.e. not stained,
torn, or broken). The organization also reclaims the
following appliances, functional or non-functional:
- Refrigerator
- Freezer

Au Grenier Populaire is a non-profit organization whose
mission is to provide support and train people who are
experiencing difficulties to integrate into the labour
market. Eco-responsible consumers are invited to visit the
organization s store located at 217, Saint-Laurent Street
in Saint-Eustache. For more information, including other
types of donations accepted (clothing, accessories,
electronics, etc.), visit www.grenierpopulaire.com
30
Source and information:
Valérie Legault
Chief of the Communications Department (citizen
relations)
City of Deux-Montagnes
450-473-2796, ext. 6237

Canada Day Honorary President -2022 Albert Allen
The Canada Day Committee is proud to announce as its
honorary president for the 2022 Canada Day celebrations,
Mr. Albert Allen.
Albert grew up in Montreal and began his career working
as an electrician, eventually becoming a draftsman. He
married Sandy Potts in 1965, a love story which continued
right up to Sandy s passing in 2016. Albert and Sandy moved
to Deux-Montagnes in 1978, purchasing their house on 16th
Avenue from Albert s parents, a home where Albert
continues to live in today.
It is hard to dissociate Albert from Sandy when you talk
about their volunteering. For 30+ years, whether it was
helping seniors at Manoir St-Eustache, offering food for Meals
on Wheels, supporting the various Lions Club activities or
helping celebrate Canada Day, Albert and Sandy were
always there to give their time and make our community
better.
Albert and Sandy continued their volunteerism well beyond
Albert s retirement in 2002. After Sandy s passing in 2016,

Albert continued this legacy by offering his culinary skills
for Meals on Wheels. And Albert currently teaches a woodcarving class pro-bono. Albert will certainly be seen at the
Canada Day kitchen this year. Albert has always been a doers, and because of his dedication to our community, we are
all richer for it. The Committee congratulates Albert Allen
on his many years of volunteerism and service to our region.

Honorary President Albert Allen With
Canada Day President Tom Whitton
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on the same date. In light of this decision, the Committee,
being an independent organization, is forced to withdraw,
regretfully, from organizing the 2022 parade.

Press Release
Deux-Montagnes Santa Claus Parade
Committee
May 6, 2022
Dear friends of the Deux-Montagnes Santa Claus Parade,
The Comité du Défilé du Père Noël de Deux-Montagnes
(Deux-Montagnes Santa Claus Parade Committee) (the
Committee) is required to communicate an important
announcement with respect to the upcoming December
4th parade.
While preparing the 52nd parade, our permit
application was answered by a letter, signed by the
mayor, in which we were told that the members of the
city council decided that a similar event was now to be
conducted by the Deux-Montagnes Leisure Department

The Deux-Montagnes Santa Claus Parade Committee
is a non-profit organization that has been responsible for
51 parades involving the community, on an entirely
volunteer basis, since 1970. The large majority of the
expenses are covered by private sponsors and public
fundraising.
The Committee would like to express their sincerest
thanks to all of you, who have participated, in any
capacity, in this adventure that has been going on for more
than half a century, for the enjoyment of children and
families, and for the benefit of community organizations
that are taking advantage of the visibility provided by
the event.
The Committee also wishes the new organizers the best
of luck. We hope, as we believe you do too, that the event
will retain its community spirit, which led to its official
recognition as the most beautiful and unifying event in
Canada among cities with populations of 100,000 or less
(40th Parade, 2009).
- 30 -
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Police for a Day

By Christopher Harding
Saturday May 28, 2022 will once again be considered a
day to be remembered in the minds of eleven (11)
students, selected from our local elementary schools, who
became recruits for a day at the Régie de Police du Lac
des Deux-Montagnes.

July/August 2022

The training for
these
three
main activities
would prove
handy
as
r e c r u i t s
intercepted a
citizen for a
Highway Code
violation while
helping in the
arrest of a wanted suspect, identified during the morning
briefing.
After a well-earned lunch, recruits returned to the station
to learn to use traditional radar and laser radar speed
detection devices.
The end of tour was celebrated with the distribution of
personalized participation certificates and gifts for each
recruit. Family members took pictures and visited the
police cars while discussing them with a number of the
police officers who were there.

Thanks to the continued support of our local community
organizations; the Two Mountains Lions Club and the
Club Optimiste Ste-Marthe-sur- le-lac, these eleven (11)
newly sworn in Police cadets where able to experience a
day in the life of a police officer.
The day began with uniform
inspection, led by Chief
Inspector Jean-Phillippe
Labbe, who then proceeded
with the review of the past
day s
events
and
assignments for their
upcoming tour of duty.
Recruits were assigned
teams and given their
tasks,which
were
Interception Techniques
Arrest and handcuffing
Introduction to Specialized
Weapons.

The Régie de Police du lac des Deux-Montagnes
Community Relations Division is proud to have received
these outstanding recruits and wish them and their
families a safe and fun filled summer.

Les Moulins
LaFayette
Deux Montagnes

We would like to thank you for your loyalty and trust for
the past five years. On July 3, 2022 we are leaving the
location at 1801 Chemin Oka, Deux Montagnes. You will
find us at our new location 3124 Chemin Oka, Ste-Marthesur-le -lac . We hope to see you there. If you have any
questions don t hesitate to call us at 579-633-1213. We
will be happy to help. Thank you for your support.
Cordially from the owner and employees at Les Moulins
LaFayette Deux-Montagnes
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School Matters
By Gordon Wetmore
(gordonwetmore5@gmail.com)

Part 1 - Congratulations to the Grade 5 and 6 students at
Rotiwennakehte Elementary School in Kanehsatà:ke on
the launching of their book, The spooky story of the Swamp
Witch. The launch took place Friday, June 17, at the school s
award ceremony in front of very proud parents, elders
and other members of the community, the Band Council,
the Education Department, school officials, teachers and
fellow students.
Congratulations also to teacher/advisor/editor Isabelle
Larouche, who nurtured the year-long project; to elder
Mina Tewateronhiahkwa Beauvais, who inspired their
story and guided them on Mohawk lore; to Adrienne
Katsi tsi:io Gareau, who guided them with various
illustration techniques; and to Marie Blanchard, graphist
and publisher at les éditions du Grand Élan of Ste-Adèle.
Written in French, English and Kanien kéha (Mohawk),
the story is beautifully illustrated with drawings by each
of the 17 student writers/artists. It tells the harrowing
tale of two brave Kanehsatà:ke kids and their encounters
with Swamp Witch, a creature out of the mythical past
whose name must not be mentioned three times or her
curse will fall upon them.
Royalties from all sales will go to the school.
Part 2 No congratulations will go to Premier Francois
Legault and the minister responsible for protecting the
French language, Simon Jolin-Barrette. The one-two
punches of passing Bill 21 and Bill 96 into law have
established that the Coalition Avenir Québec party and
ruler of our provincial government has a policy to exclude
anyone not born pure laine Québécois or Québécoise.
Both bills required the use of the notwithstanding clause
to override the charters of human rights and freedoms of
Québec and Canada.
The secularism law makes sure that no one who
visually follows a particular religion can work in the
public service. Thus, no matter what their citizenship or
qualifications, no persons wearing a turban, a hijab, a
kippa, a burka, etc., can work in day cares, teach school,
give traffic tickets, issue drivers licences, practise public
medicine, nurse in a CHSLD you get the picture.
Meanwhile a devout protestant or Catholic whose
religion does not require specific dress can be a public
employee along with their atheist and agnostic confreres.
I know of at least one protestant minister who taught in
public schools well after Bill 21 passed. He simply did not
wear preacher type clothing in school nor in his role as
a minister. A person cannot look like she or he belongs to a
particular religion or foreign culture and be allowed to
work in the public sector.
To be transparent, I am a secular humanist and
agnostic. However, I accept that freedom OF religion is
not the same as freedom FROM religion. Bill 21 determines

that instead of freedom of religion, there
is a price to pay for sincerity, despite
that secularism is just another religious
position and no excuse for bigotry.
While Bill 21 hits immigrants who are obviously
different, Premier Legault has vehemently denied there
is systemic racism in Quebec because, he has said, that
would mean that it comes from the top. Bill 21 is not racist,
he has said, because polls have shown that this is what
more than 50 percent of Quebeckers want. I am sure that
a poll taken in Alabama in 1955 would show that more
than 50 percent of voters there wanted to keep schools
segregated. Then along came Rosa Parks, Martin Luther
King, Jr., and a national shift in values for our neighbours
to the south.
Bill 96 is a huge, muscular enforcement of Bill 21
disguised as saving Montreal as a French city, which it
was, is, and will always be. It gives agents of the Office de
la langue française rights to seize and search people s and
businesses phones and computers that the police and CSIS
do not have, reduces the opportunities of post-secondary
francophones to learn English, reduces the educational
opportunities for post-secondary anglophones and
allophones, and complicates doing business with most of
North America for small and medium sized enterprises.
Communication with any arm of the provincial
government will be much more challenging for those not
fluent in French, and immigrants any non-francophone
moving to Quebec will be required to be functional in
French within six months.
A quick Google search reveals that Quebec s public
school teachers have the lowest average salaries in Canada
and its nurses have the second lowest. Opportunities for
bilingual francophones to increase their earning while
lowering their tax bills abound elsewhere. Could keeping
an inexpensive labour force be a factor in language policy?
And is there any consideration given to the challenges
faced by Indigenous peoples, whose ancestors lived here
for millennia before any Europeans arrived? No.
M. Legault is right about one thing: Systemic policies
do come from the top down. The avenir does not look
bright.
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LTMHS show closes the year with Resilience
By Olivia Kiley, LTMHS Correspondent
Photos, additional information by Gordon Wetmore
For their Independent Study
class at Lake of Two Mountains
High School, Shayla Etienne
and Sasha Bustillo decided to
host an art and music show titled Resilience Through Art.
Held Friday, June 3, the show
brought the wildly enthusiastic audience to its feet.

teachers participated in this event.
Mr. Verrillo played the guitar when
Sarah sang a wonderful song by Adele,
and Mr. Bustami backed up Jenna on
Killing Me Softly.
The evening ended with Little Freaks blasting with
songs by Nirvana and The FooFighters. The entire show
Olivia Kiley, LTMHS
was full of amazing talent, skill, and hard work.
Correspondent
The art and music show was put together to raise money
for the Native Women s Shelter of Montreal. All proceeds
The show was put together with help from LTMHS s from the event were donated. This show was a great sucYouth in Action group.
cess and a wonderful way to end a very tough year. It
The event began with an amazing performance by a brought the students closer together and allowed them to
band entitled Little Freaks. Next came many singers enjoy themselves and have fun.
with outstanding talent, including Ginger, Sienna and
Jenna, and Sasha and Isshana, who sang in English, Korean, and Indian. Antonio, a pianist, serenaded the audience with two beautiful pieces.

Sasha Bustillo (with bouquet), one of the Resilience
Show s two principal organizers an artist and a
performer.
During the intermission, people could walk around in
the halls and admire all the art pieces and poetry made
by various students. A concession stand, run by the
LTMHS robotics team, was set up throughout the entire
evening.
When the intermissions ended, everyone crowded
back into the cafeteria to watch the rest of the show.
Former students Carlie and Will made a surprise performance. Duos Catherine and Kayla and Sarah and Ginger performed. Maïa Marino, one of the outstanding performers at the Sir Wilfrid Laurier Star Fest, sang Before
he Cheats by Carrie Underwood and blew away the entire crowd with her outstanding talent. Even some of the

Shayla Orohote Etienne, one of the Resilience Show s
two principal organizers and an artist. It was her
initiative to donate the show s proceeds to Montreal
Native Women s Shelter.
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McGill students visit Ratihen:te
By Gordon Wetmore
You are smarter than you think and more important
than you know, observed one of a contingent of McGill
University students to an assembly at Kanehsatà:ke s
Ratihen:te High School May 17.
The 18 McGill students represented such faculties as
law, anthropology and sociology and had been visiting
various Indigenous communities in Quebec to gain first
hand knowledge, opinions and life experiences. They had
just spent several days at Kahnawà:ke and were on their
way to another community near the Quebec/Ontario
border.

The group s director, Dr. Ben Geboe of McGill s School
of Social Work, encouraged the high schoolers to think
about attending the university. Altogether, he said, there
are about 50 000 students attending McGill but only 200
from Indigenous communities. He is from the Yankton
Sioux Tribe of South Dakota and has worked extensively
with Indigenous organizations in New York City and
Montreal, with a particular interest in curbing the spread
of tuberculosis among First Nations peoples.

Dr. Ben Geboe of McGill s School of Social Work
addressing the students of Ratihen:te High School
McGill University students from anthropology, at the Kanehsatà:ke school May 17. He and a group
sociology and law faculties met the Ratihen:te High of the university s students had been visiting
School student body May 17. They listened to the Indigenous communities to gain firsthand knowledge
of their concerns, challenges and hopes.
students and had encouraging words for them.

The Heritage Social Club is a place to get together to chat
and laugh.
We are open at 2:00 pm from Thursday to Sunday
New members are always welcome
In May we will have a lunch, bingo, crib and Karaoke.
For more information Please phone: 450-473-5429
Please leave a message and we will be happy to return your
call.
Stay safe
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Here Comes the Future, an occasional feature article in Community Connections, does not aim to predict what will happen in coming
years but to highlight the views of committed young persons who will be shaping our society sooner than we or they may expect.
This issue we present the unsettling views and experiences of Megan Picard, a secondary 5 student at LTMHS, and the state of mental
health care in Quebec. Get set, because here comes the future

Why I want to cry when I think of mental health
By Megan Picard
The reason I want to cry when I think of mental health is
not because of my exhausting mental health issues
themselves. Well, it is partly, but it s mainly because living
with a mental health issue is just so difficult.
First off, what is a mental health issue? Well, it is
categorized by distress caused by changes in emotions,
thinking and behavior. Now you may think that this
wouldn t relate to you or anyone you know, but it s said
that one in five people from the ages of eight to 18 years
old suffer from a mental health condition and that the 1524 age group is at a higher risk of mental health issues
and substance abuse. The 15-19 age group is also at the
highest risk of suicide at 29%, alongside the 10-14 yearolds at 21% and the 20-25 year-olds at 24%, all caused by
mental health issues.
Now let s get into detail about how serious and close to
home these issues may be. Mental health issues can be
almost impossible to live with and even more difficult to
treat. Why? Because it is not only difficult to find help but
also that help is extremely expensive and sometimes not
adequate for the type of help you need. Let me explain
further.
To begin, when people say, just go and get some help,
they are implying that they themselves really don t suffer
with mental health enough to seek out help. If they did,
then they would understand the struggle. They would
understand why it is reported that one third of people 15
years old and older are not having their needs met. They
would understand that 75% of children with mental
health conditions do not have access to specialized
treatment, and that 78% of Canadians go untreated
because of the barriers that condemn them to inadequate
aid. Some of those barriers are language barriers. In
Canada people speak English and French, and most speak
French in Quebec, which leads to the majority of the
facilities being French only in our province. This causes
extra problems for non-French speakers, as all people not
only have to struggle to find help but also have to make
sure that their needs can be accommodated.

yet they can t necessarily do anything to help. When these
types of things happen and your family feels hopeless
about how they can contribute, that takes a toll on their
mental health as well. Statistically, one in two people by
the age of 40 have had experiences, first or second hand,
with mental health issues, which gives even further
reason as to why getting help shouldn t be so grueling a
process when a large number of people are subjected to
mental health issues.
So, what happens when you are in the percentile that
does get help? What happens when, after months of
contacting different locations, you call a clinic and they
say that they have space? I ll tell you what happens: you
get a big, fat bill.
Therapy and counseling, $100-$200 an hour,
phycologists and psychiatrists, $125-$175, occupational
therapist, $140-$250, and the list goes on and on. I am
someone who has two working parents with a stable
income, but my family struggled to pay for the treatments
I was getting. Mental health is expensive!
Now think of all of those people trying to get help but
who just make ends meet. Nearly 80% of people in poverty
will develop a mental health condition, three times more
likely than someone above the poverty line, with the
severity of their illness being higher and longer lasting.
Now tell me how that is fair, tell me how a group that is
prone to mental illness isn t the target audience for mental
health help. Why is it that the expense of help is so absurd
and excessive for someone who has the money and is
literally unfeasible for someone in poverty who needs the
help the most? Single mothers, single fathers, homeless
parents and children all begging and pleading vainly for
help when they have nowhere to turn to. It isn t fair.

Another absurd situation that I personally experienced
involves the costs of additional aid for help with mental
health. On top of paying for sessions, getting a letter from
a health care provider or having questions or a
conversation with one costs extra. To get accommodations
for school, I needed a letter, and we had to pay $100 just
These conditions therefore have negative consequences, for my therapist to write down my diagnosis that I ve
causing an increase in a person s mental health challenges been living with for years.
and a decline in quality of life.
Mental health is nasty, dirty, and hopeless, and all
Furthermore, usually people struggling with mental
round very difficult for both the person suffering and their health issues go to consult a doctor, who will then keep
family and peers. On top of mental health barely being track of their journey and help if or when they get
talked about, there s something else that isn t talked about prescribed medication. Here s where the money gets
enough: the fact that mental health has an affect on the pulled out even more. You could go to your family doctor,
person s family, and I can attest to that. My parents see who is covered by free Canadian health care, that is if
me cry at home everyday and they see me in bad moods, you have the luxury of obtaining one, which 14.5% of
Continued on page 13
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afford the help that you finally find, and after that you
people don t; but even then, from my experience, those get this huge metaphorical slap in the face telling you
doctors don t really help all that much. You get an that you have to start all over again because it wasn t the
appointment and it s only for 15 minutes, and when you right fit - and the cycle keeps on going on for months on
walk into the room the doctor looks disgusted by your end and sometimes even years. I started my journey when
presence, as if you are an inconvenience, and when you I was in secondary three, having breakdowns after years
tell them your concerns, they just listen and nod, probably of untreated issues, and here I am in secondary five, still
because they couldn t care less, as they are flooded with struggling to get the help I need. My parents can t find
patients and can t handle the workload. So, what s the help and keep on getting rejected. My parents are paying
next step? A private clinic, where you have a larger thousands of dollars, and then I feel guilty when I have to
number of appropriate doctors. You get to the private tell them that it s not working, that the person I m seeing
clinic after calling and being left on hold for several hours isn t who I need, or that the medication isn t specifically
and you meet the doctor, who listens and prescribes the right one.
medication. All is well. The only catch is that every time
you want to see one of those doctors you have to pay
But that s just my story. There are adults out there who
between $200 to $400 for the appointment, and that doesn t are living in poverty while searching for help for
BY PAUL GOYETCHE
include the fee for opening a file. At this point you have themselves and for their little PHOTO
kids, and
there are little
racked up a few thousand dollars and it isn t expected to kids out there looking for help by themselves because their
stop anytime soon.
parents won t. One out of three people develop a mental
health condition in their life, 30% of out of 38 million
You d think that having gone through the struggle of Canadians.
finding help and putting the dent in your bank account
would be enough hassle, yet you d be surprised because
Mental health has been stigmatized as this taboo
that only starts the long and laborious list of challenges. subject that is whispered about in the halls of our schools
The next challenge you face is how sometimes the person and on the streets of our societies. Why is it that when
you are seeing is not necessarily the right fit or how the someone has a physical issue that needs to be addressed,
medication is not necessarily the right one. The next everyone is jumping up to help, yet when it comes to
chapter in your search for relieving your mental health someone that needs help concerning their mental needs,
issues is the realization that your recovery has plateaued. we dismiss and devalue their actual problems?
You go to therapy and things become repetitive as your
therapist has no more words to offer. You see your doctor
The mental health care system is flawed, it is not talked
after feeling sick because your pills were not the right about enough, and the proper needed help is not even
ones. You feel guilty for wasting money on someone who accessible to people. Hence, mental health makes me want
doesn t help you anymore, so you try to find someone to cry, and I hope it now makesPHOTO
BY PAUL
GOYETCHE
you want
to cry
too.
else and just repeat this whole lengthy cycle of finding
help again and again. When it comes to your medication,
you come off your pills and start new ones yet feel the
same symptoms with the new medication. You feel
nauseous and tired, and you remember how in your $200
session, your doctor said it would get worse before it
became better. So, you pray that this therapist is the right
fit, that you don t have to search anymore and become
discouraged as you reach dead ends, and you pray that
the medication is the right one so that you don t have to
keep switching and going through those sickening side
effects.
That s the cycle: you have to search far and wide to get
the help you need, then you have to empty your pocket to
PHOTO BY PAUL GOYETCHE
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New Nuclear Medicine Pavilion in
Saint-Eustache
Last May, I had the pleasure of announcing the upcoming
beginning of construction work at the Saint-Eustache
Hospital, which will welcome a new Nuclear Medicine
Unit.
The development of Nuclear Medicine at the SaintEustache Hospital is a critical addition to proximity care
and services for citizens. Notably, this new pavilion will
help reduce the waiting period for Nuclear Medicine tests.
What fantastic news!
I would also like to thank the teams involved in the
realisation of this greatly anticipated project, and I am
excited to witness the result of this undertaking.

Be creative this summer
By Paulina Garon, Interventionist with CESAME

Let s have fun! Summer is at our door with its warm
sun and beautiful colors. We might tend to slow
down on daily stimulation with our children, because summer reminds us of letting go. Nonetheless, we can have fun and stimulating activities
throughout this season by using our creativity.
For instance, by playing with small balls in a
little pool, we could pursue the practice of colors
and numbers. Your kids won t even see it coming!
It s hot outside? You could create your own popsicles
by following a recipe and let your children help you.
They will see how liquids turn into solids, learn to
follow a sequence of ingredients and actions, and
most importantly, they will taste the fruit of their
labor!
Stimulation doesn t mean boredom. We
stimulate our children, big or small, through daily
actions and their routines. Remember not to put
pressure on yourself and have fun. That s all that
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Benoit Charette
Member for Deux-Montagnes
Minister of the Environment and the Fight Against Climate
Change
Minister Responsible for the Fight Against Racism
Minister Responsible for the Laval Region
477, 25th Avenue
Suite 230
Saint-Eustache, QC J7P 4Y1
Telephone: 450 623-4963
Facebook: Charette.DeMo
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Sports Editor

My Opinion 1
Quebecers have been blessed watching and cheering for
their hockey role models since the 1940 s. Three of those
players were Maurice (The Rocket) Richard, Jean Beliveau,
and Guy Lafleur. They all played for the Montreal
Canadiens, the most celebrated and successful NHL franchise EVER. They combined for 21 of the 24 Stanley Cup
championships.
Maurice Richard played from 1943-1960 and was the
first player to score 50 goals in the NHL 1944-45 season.
He played on eight Stanley Cup championship teams. He
wore #9. He scored 544 goals. He was inducted into the
Hockey Hall of Fame in 1961 and also inducted into Canada s Sports Hall of Fame in 1975, a true icon.
Jean Beliveau played from 1950-1971. He was a member and captain on ten Stanley Cup championship teams.
He wore #4. He scored 507 goals. He was smooth, but a
fierce competitor, a gentleman off the ice, and well respected by his peers. He was inducted into the Hockey
Hall of Fame in 1972.
Another Montreal icon, Guy Lafleur, played from 19711991. He was on five Stanley Cup championship teams.
He scored 50 goals in six consecutive years. He wore #10.
He scored 560 goals in his illustrious career. Well respected
in Quebec and Canada, he never said no to signing an
autograph. He, too, was a Quebec icon.
These superstars were three of the best NHL hockey
players EVER...Bravo/Well done Maurice/Jean/Guy, and
thank you for your exceptional contribution in enabling
the Montreal Canadiens to be one of the most successful
sports teams EVER worldwide. My opinion and stay safe.

My Opinion 2
Lacrosse is the oldest organized sport in North America
with its origins in indigenous Canada as early as the
17th century. Players, both men and women, use the head
of the lacrosse stick to carry, pass, catch and shoot the
ball into the goal.
Collegiate lacrosse in the United States is played at the
NCAA, NAIA and club levels. There are currently 71
NCAA Division I men s lacrosse teams, 93 Division II
teams, and 236 Division III teams. There are currently
112 Division I women s lacrosse teams, 109 Division II
teams and 282 Division III teams. 32 schools participate
at the NAIA level, where there are 36 NAIA teams. In
Canada, 14 teams from Ontario and Quebec play lacrosse
in the fall in the Canadian University Field Lacrosse Association.
The NLL (National Lacrosse League) is a men s semiprofessional box lacrosse league in North America, with
15 teams, 10 in USA and 5 in Canada. With an average
salary around $20,000 per season, players have regular
jobs. Canadians and Native Americans make up over

90% of the players. The Toronto Rock and defunct Philadelphia Wings have won six championships each.
The UWLX (United Women s Lacrosse League), a four
team women s lacrosse league, was launched in 2016. The
four teams are Baltimore Ride, Boston Storm, Long Island
Sound, and Philadelphia Force. Long Island won the first 2
Championships. The Women s Pro Lacrosse League (WPLL)
started in 2018 and has 5 teams: the Brave, Command,
Fight, Fire, and Pride. After cancelling the 2020 season due
to COVID-19, the league closed down, but some of the athletes were given the opportunity to play in the new Athletes Unlimited League, which launched in July of 2021.
This sport is fast, exciting, proficient, tenacious, and incredibility competitive. These athletes warrant a salary
increase, just based on the entertainment they provide
each and every game. TV coverage on major sports networks (essentially ABC, NBC, CBS, ESPN, FOX, TSN/SN,
CBC, and CTV) would provide the exposure required to
promote the great game of lacrosse and, more importantly,
create a larger fan base that would justify the request for
increased salaries. My opinion, stay safe.

My Opinion 3
SPORTS: What it means to a community and society.
A sport is not just a physical activity engaged in for pleasure, or a particular activity such as an athletic game. Yes,
most of us participate in a sport to play, compete, and
hopefully obtain a successful result, but thousands participate for the fun, the social aspect, and for atmospheric
comfort. In our great community of Deux-Montagnes
(2MO), boys, girls, men, and women have participated in
numerous sports and or sporting activities such as softball,
basketball, soccer, hockey, ringette, volleyball, darts, golf,
bowling, football, kayaking, hiking, swimming, horseshoes, and kids races at the recreational, school, and inter-city level, promoting fair play at a competitive level.
Sport maintains fitness, creates ambition, and establishes
friendships, all in a competitive manner. Sports also prepare us for the very real competitive business world,
which we all have to engage in as employed adults. Sports
have brought together thousands of kids and parents for
so many wonderful years making 2MO and hundreds of
communities successful locations to raise our children and
ready them for the world stage. My opinion, stay safe.

Lions Club Annual Book Fair 2022
We are now collecting used books in
good condition.
They can be brought to the Maison des
Citoyens
202 Henri Dunant ( beside the library)
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
mornings
450-473-7450
No magazines, text books or
encyclopedias please.
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The January/February issue of Community Connections contained this press release from the Ville de Deux-Montagnes thanking the
Guilde de courtepointe des Deux-Montagnes for their donation of the quilt (pictured) commemorating the City s 100th anniversary.
Unfortunately, two people were misidentified in the accompanying photo. The corrected information appears below the photo from the
event. Both the City of Deux-Montagnes and Community Connections regret the errors.
The commemorative quilt was featured prominently in the Guilde s exhibition May 31 and June 1 at the Deux-Montagnes arena.

Press Release

A quilt is created for the 100 years of the City

Deux-Montagnes, December 15, 2021 La Guilde de courtepointe des Deux-Montagnes presented to Mayor Denis
Martin earlier today an art wall hanging created in honour of the City of Deux-Montagnes centennial.

Top row : Mayor Denis Martin, Mrs Nicole Ménard, Quilt Guild,
Mrs Micheline Groulx Stabile and Mr. Erik Johnson, City
Councillors. Bottom row : Mrs Sylvia Rousseau, Marie-France
Descarries, Hélène Desjardins, Carole Lalonde, Lorraine Brisson,
Marjolaine Bond-Sabourin, Monique Mandeville et Annick
Faubert, Quilt Guild
La Guilde de courtepointe des DeuxMontagnes.

The 66 x 55 quilt illustrates, through the art wall hanging, the evolution of the City of Deux-Montagnes through
43 key elements of history. A total of 1,430 hours of work were required to complete the quilt by 20 members of the
Quilt Guild! We have worked with enthusiasm throughout the development and creation of this project. We are
proud to have participated in preserving the memory of the City of Deux-Montagnes, said Lorraine Brisson, president of the organization.
It is an honor to accept this beautiful quilt, rich in history with its many illustrated elements, which highlights
many aspects of the community. The presentation of this quilt is a perfect complement to the Deux-Montagnes 100th
anniversary festivities , said Mayor Denis Martin.
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Quilters exposition celebrates Deux-Montagnes 100th
By Gordon Wetmore
The Guilde de courtepointe des Deux-Montagnes (the Deux-Montagnes Quilters Guild) paid tribute to Deux-Montagnes
hundredth anniversary in a very large way with an exhibition of its art at the Deux-Montagnes Arena April 30 and
May 1.
A hockey arena may seem an unusual venue to display art, but these quilts needed space for the eye to take in and
appreciate the scale of the artists achievements.

Prominent among the displays was the quilt donated by the guild to the City to honour its centennial.

The intricate patterns, complex designs, and choices of materials; the whimsical images along side abstract
patterns beside depictions of scenes from life, all charmed everyone who strolled through the myriad displays.
Quilters mingled with audience members and happily shared the stories of their creations with admirers.
It was clear that these quilts were labours of love requiring meticulous attention to detail, huge investments of
time and labour, and money too. Some of the quilting machines on display carried price tags in excess of $2500, and
the materials are not inexpensive.

The Guild also honoured the history of quilting, when in hard economic times people turned used clothing and
other material into working quilts like these, created during the Great Depression of the 1930s that kept their
owners warm in their beds into the 1970s.
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A Look at Rosemere
By Kathy Nolan

Summer 2022! It seems like only yesterday we were ringing in the New Year. As pandemic restrictions were lifted
one by one we began to breathe again (no pun intended) and enjoy life all while continuing to take certain precautions
such as social distancing. We hope you have enjoyed spring s fine weather and all the events which took place in
Rosemere, a few of which are highlighted in this edition.
April 20 to May 29 Veronique Pierre, a member of the RAR and winner of a Coup de coeur award at their 2021 Fall
Exhibition, held her first solo exhibit at the Rosemere Municipal Library. Hopefully, you were able to appreciate this
artist s work in person. Unfortunately, I didn t have the chance, but I did check in with her after the event.
In our January/February 2022 issue Veronique told us about her return to art and her evolution as an artist since
2017. Painting for her was a me time activity and even after having recently sold 5 paintings, she admits she was
a little nervous about this solo exhibit, and even experienced a certain fear, something close to the imposter syndrome.
As she puts it, a solo exhibit is a big step in the art world.
All in all, the exhibit was well-received, and
Veronique agreed with the many visitors
who commented on how Zen or meditative
the Rosemere Municipal Library s atrium is.
It was ideal for the essence of my art. Most

of my art starts either from meditation or
visualisation. I meditate daily, and oops,
once in a while, an image will pop up and I
tell myself: gotta put this one down .
Even though she has sold certain pieces,
Veronique feels that the best feedback is
when a true connection is made between a
viewer and a piece of art. It s indescribable
but it is somehow palpable, in the air. She
was grateful to have had the opportunity to
take part in such an event. Congrats,
Veronique, we look forward to seeking more
of your work this Summer at the Floréat en
Art events.

PHOTOS: COLLECTION VERONIQUE PIERRE

April 23 - The monthly Mayor s Breakfast
was held from 9:30 to 11:30 am in the atrium
of H.J. Hemens Municipal Library. Residents
are invited to come and meet the mayor and
elected officials to discuss any topic they
might wish to address. During this edition,
a return to thematic breakfasts, the
inauguration of the Wheel of Caring took
place.

The Wheel of Caring was designed and created by the Atelier communautaire d ébénisterie de Rosemère (ACER), a
non-profit organization directed by Mr. Normand Painchaud in collaboration with Rosemere Benevolence Committee,
which was set up in October 2019. The April 2020 edition of the Rosemere News informs us that The purpose of this
committee is to reconnect residents of all generations around the challenges of aging and end of life: to bring under
control, educate and demystify in order to better support and accompany the population.
The Wheel of Caring was inspired by the Wheel of Fortune and
was born from an initiative of Tanya Bossy,
member of the Rosemere Benevolence Committee, she wanted to establish a link between our benevolent
communities, Community Services and the library, Val-des-Ormes school and ACER. , as indicated in the committee s
information sheet. It is divided into 18 wedges, each labeled with a simple caring action which Rosemerites are
invited to take part in within the community. The wheel will be stationed first at the Municipal Library and then at
the Floréat Chalet at Park Charbonneau for the summer when the wedge s labels will be changed to include 18
Continued on page 19
ecologically themed actions. In September,
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Continued from page 18
the Val-des-Ormes school will host the benevolence wheel within its walls. As part of a pilot project, the students
have already made a selection of actions that represent their desire to establish a benevolent climate in their school
environment.
Mayor Westram and the Town Counsellors took turns spinning the wheel; each taking note the action on which the
wheel had stopped. To date, prior to this edition s deadline of June 1, both Counsellors Carla Brown and Philp PanetRaymond and Mayor Westram have performed their caring actions within the community. Facebook publications
show that Carla Brown was the first Counsellor to accomplish her randomly assigned caring action which was to
ask someone you haven t seen in a while to go for a coffee or a drink. Philip Panet-Raymond was next with his
caring action to read or share positive thoughts or quotes . Following was Mayor Westram, with a visit to the
CHSLD Hubert-Maisonneuve Residence, who performed his caring action which consisted of offering help in the
community .

PHOTOS BY KATHY NOLAN

1. Mr. Normand Painchaud ACER 2. Mayor Eric Westram
3. Counsellor Stéphanie Nantel 4. Consellor Carla Brown
5. Counsellor Philip Panet-Raymond 6. Counsellor René Villeneuve
7. Members of the Rosemere Benevolence Committee and Luc
Lavallée (kneeling), Director of the Town s Community Services
We encourage you to stop by the library to spin the wheel and to complete the suggested caring action. My action
was comfort and restore courage to someone going through a difficult time . I can honestly say it s done! I look
forward to the new ecologically themed actions this Summer.
June 5 - The unveiling of the Rosemere Horizon Association s collective artwork was held on a Sunday afternoon
during a wine and cheese vernissage. The project was piloted by Cindy Daoust of Cygne de Vie. Cited as an artist
with an unparalleled vision, she helped a group of close to 20 Horizon members participate in the workshop. The
goal was to create a unique commerative symbol to celebrate the past 50 years and the 50 years to come. The
artwork is beautifully displayed on a main wall in the hall used by the Association. The unveiling was attended
by Town officials, including Mayor Westram, counsellors Stéphanie Nantel, René Villeneuve and Philip PanetRaymond as well as Mr. Luc Desilets, Member of Parliament for Rivière des Mille-Îles district, his political attaché
Arianne Collin-Gascon and yours truly, as president of the Société d histoire et de généalogie des Mille-Îles. Also
present were the members of the board of directors, the 50th anniversary committee and the members who
participated in the art workshop and, of course, artist Cindy Daoust.
Continued on page 20
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The Rosemere Horizon Association s 50th Anniversary celebratory events have taken place over the past few months,
they include the well-appreciated Game Night , during which members and non-members were invited to play
board games; the collective art project and a conference on the subject of memory. All events were well attended
and appreciated. Participants of Game Night have expressed their hope that this activity becomes a regular
occurance in the association s calendar. And there is a possibility of an encore of the very interesting conference on
memory for those who couldn t attend the May 18 event.
At least one more event is planned, a festive evening on October 1. Make sure to save the date and follow the
Rosemere Horizon Association on Facebook for more details.
If you re looking for something to do This Summer Rosemere is the place to be . Once again, this slogan is being used by
the Town on its social media platforms and on its website. Check out the complete program of events and activities:
https://www.ville.rosemere.qc.ca/summer-activities/
From the White on White event including its Dinner in White and Venetian Ball at the Pioneers Park (June 10-11-12) to
the La Ruelle event, a unique market under the stars at Park Charbonneau, (June 16 to 18) to the Rosemère en Santé
event on June 12. All these took place before the publication deadline for this issue). Yet to come are the public
market from 3:00 pm to 7:00 pm and evening concerts at 7:30 pm every Wednesday (June 29 to August 10); Saturday
morning Family Shows (July 2 to August 13 at 10:00 am); the three Floréat en art exhibits at Charbonneau Park
(Sunday, July 10, 10:00 am to 4:00 pm, Saturday, August 20, from 12:00 to 6:00 pm, Sunday, October 2, 10:00 am to
4:00 pm); outdoor cinema on Recreation Department lawn (June 17 and August 26, 8:00 pm) to the OSM concert at
the Externat Sacré-Coeur school on Citizens Day (August 20) and the Harvest Day event (September 17).
Mark your calendars and follow the Town s Facebook page for up to the minute details regarding all activities.
For any information regarding this article, to announce an event or to make suggestions, please do not hesitate to
contact me via email at katnolan@hotmail.com or by phone at 450-512-2864. Take care and be safe.
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The Church Mouse
By Eric Painter

Message from the Church Snoop
Everyone is most welcome to join in
prayer at the church of your choice.
Can you imagine an incredibly
powerful next-generation space
telescope before reaching its final
destination roughly 1 million miles
from Earth? It was designed to look into
the farthest reaches of the
Universe and see back in time to the
stars and galaxies that formed just
after the Big Bang. It cost NASA nearly
$10 billion to build and more than two
decades to complete and had to go
through an extremely complex
unfolding process.
STRESS
Would you believe that there are still
an average five deaths per day from
Covid-19?
Are your tight shoulders six inches
higher than they should be? There s a
good chance you re suffering from
anxiety.
While fear is natural for anyone,
some people have been experiencing
continuous, low-level anxiety due to
the pandemic s near-constant
uncertainty, according to experts. Now
that we re in year three of this worldchanging catastrophe, the phrase it s
not over until it s over has taken on
new significance.
If this sounds like something you ve
been living with, it s important to
remember that you are not alone.
There are effective strategies to help
you cope right now. Experts share 10
ways to cope with Anxiety When
You re Feeling Overwhelmed.
First, Take 5 to 10 minutes right after
you wake up to do something that
calms and centers you, Dr NealBarnett
says.
It
might be meditating or praying, or
maybe it s singing or some form of
play.
P.S. Since space is limited, I suggest
you look up the Jun 9th issue of Brief
Updates on the computer.
Let me know if you do not have a
computer and would like a copy of the
information.
The Church Mice, Eric, Nancy

Church of God
815 Rockland St. Deux-Montagnes
450-491-6873
Pastor John Thévenot

All Saints Church
248-18th Ave. Deux-Montagnes
Tel: 450-473-9541

Christian greetings
Our chapel is located near the Grand
Moulin train station. Services are Sunday at 10:00 a.m. and everyone is welcome. Communion service each first
Sunday of the month. Please tune in to
our radio broadcast, Victory in Jesus, at
7:45 a.m. each Sunday morning on
1650AM, CKZW, Christian radio in
Montréal. Our Facebook page, DeuxMontagnes Church of God, offers a brief
mid-week Bible meditation Seven for
Salvation, each Wednesday. A service
in French is offered each Sunday afteremail: info@allsaintsdeuxmontagnes.ca
noon at 3;00 p.m. as well. Bienvenue à
ww.allsaintsdeuxmontagnes.ca
tous. Everyone welcome! We wish you
a happy and restful summer.
We have resumed live services on
Sunday mornings at 10:00 am

The Holy Cross Community
All upcoming services are subject to
Of Paroisse St. Luc
change. Please refer to our Facebook
page, visit our You Tube Channel, or
210 RUE DE LEGLISE, ROSEMERE QC call All Saints (450-473-9541) and stay
up to date.
J7A 2X2
450-621-5521 EXT 216
smarion@paroissestluc.org
www.paroissestluc.org

Facebook page: Holy Cross community of Paroisse St-Luc
www.paroissestluc.org
Religious Education program
Registration for Level 1, 2 , 4 and
5 for next year 2022-2023 as well
as First Communion and Confirmation for 2023 will be available
on the Parish website
www.paroissestluc.org around
July 15 2022
We wish you all a wonderful and
safe summer

As always please do remember:
Do not come to church if you are
feeling unwell or have experienced any
COVID-19 symptoms in the past seven
days
Limit contact with other people
Keep your distance from people
not in your household staying 2m
apart
Wear your mask
Wash your hands regularly
Please note that the service will be live
on FB and you will be able to enjoy the
service from your home if you are not
able to join us in person. You can also
view the recorded FB service later in
the day if this works best for you. Please
refer to the link below.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
allsaintsdeuxmontagnes
July 9, Strawberry Social 2:00 pm
Quebec Strawberries, REAL
cream, lemon fruit scones, Coffee or Tea
Price: $10.00 (5-12: $5.00)

Continued on page 25
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weekly fellowship activities.
For more information about us or our
By Eric Painter programs, please call or email.

Eglise Anglicane de la
Nativité - St. James
Rosemere

328 Pine St. Rosemere, Qc .J7A 1T8
info@stjamesrosemere.ca

Priest: Rev. Dr. Victor-David Mbuyi
Bipungi
Rev Deacon Jhon Steeker Saint-Clair
Sunday 9:30am
The Drop in Centre is closed for the
summer. All being well, we will re-open
after Labour Day or shortly thereafter.
St. James wishes you all a most happy,
safe and blessed summer!
All shall be well. All shall be well, and all
manner of things shall be well. Julian
(Juliana) of Norwich 1343-1416
Please visit our Facebook page or call
450-621-6466 for any further information.

Riverside United Church

(Rev Helen Hliaras)
200 Grande Cote, Rosemere
www.facebook/.../Rosemere-Memorial/
450-437-5560

As of August 1, 2022, the Parishes of Holy
Family and Ste-Marie-du-Lac (the
communities of St-Agapit, Ste-Marthe
and Marie-Médiatrice in Pointe Calumet)
Holy Family Parish
will be merging into one parish and will
1001 Ch. d Oka, Deux-Montagnes,
be known as Paroisse St-Jean Paul II
Tel. 450-473-2163
Parish. In the next two months there will
E-Mail: holyfamilydl@hotmail.com
be many things happening to bring about
Website: www.holy-family-dm.ca
the merger, administratively. For the time
being, however, mass times and all of our
regular activities remain the same.
As of June 1st, 2022, Pope Francis
announced the formation of the new
diocese of St-Jerome-Mont-Laurier. Bishop
Raymond Poisson who has been the
bishop of the two former dioceses is the
Parish Priest: Father Michel Jasmin bishop of the new diocese.
Assistant Priest: Father Gauthier Please pray with us as we grow in faith
Elleme
into these important changes.
Deacon: Wayne Riddell
Eglise Oasis
Our office hours are Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 9:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
Weekday Masses:
Wednesday; Thursday & Friday 9:00
a.m.
Weekend Masses:
Saturday at 5:00 p.m.
The Out to Lunch program will
Sunday 10:15 a m.
continue its service of free lunch to the
ROSARY will be prayed every first
Community every Tuesday at noon,
and third Friday of month after 9:00 am until Mid-July.
Mass.
We will be having our 4 weeks of
The priest will be available for summer, closing from July19th until
CONFESSIONS every last Friday of August 9th inclusivelymonth after 9:00 am Mass
Starting up again on Aug.16th, when
We recommend that masks be worn we hope to see all our usual crowd of
when moving around the church and the friends plus any newcomers who
sanitizing of hands as we enter the church. would like to come any Tuesday at noon.
IMPORTANT CHANGES

TRUSTED CARE SINCE 1996

Join us on Facebook!
Worship: Sunday 11:00 am
Office Hours: Thursday 8:00 am-1:00 pm
We welcome all who are looking for a
safe place to explore faith and spirituality.
We invite your questions, thoughts,
hopes, and dreams. Take some time in
your week to join our community in
exploring the holy mystery of the
universe.
Every Sunday we are worshipping both
in-person at the church and livestreaming our services on Zoom.
Our Youth Group gathers ages 3-17.
Riverside offers many programs: book
clubs, workshops, group walks and



BUNION & HAMMERTOE SURGERY
(minimum incision)

Foot, Ankle and Knee Pain
Custom high quality plantar orthotics
Ingrown Toenails

podiatrerivenord@gmail..com

450-979-0303
260 Grande Cote
Rosemere

Dr. Martin Scutt, podiatrist
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Preparing for a road trip

By Armando Aguillón, mechanical engineer
Most of us enjoy going on vacation, on a road trip, but
setbacks can change the plan. Regarding vehicles, we need
to take some precautions by having the maintenance of
our car and what it will tow up to date and mechanically
supervised appropriately. After all, getting stranded on
the highway far from home can cost much more than near
where we live and ruin the entire holiday. So, we need a
complete check of our vehicle.
So, what is advisable to do? Let s see some highlights of
the task.
To properly check our vehicle, we need basic car knowledge and the time to do so. If we don´t have either one, we
always can go to the dealer or to a garage we trust. The
professionals can check more than 20 inspection points
and do any needed preventive or corrective maintenance.
Nonetheless, we should keep monitoring all the time we
drive the car. If you notice unusual functioning, take care
of it. The sooner you fix a malfunction, the fewer side effects will need correcting.
If you own an electric car, keep up to date with the whole
maintenance. Planning the trip is a must because autonomy is restricted with electric vehicles. You have to
know the range of your vehicle and where the stops are to
recharge its batteries. Having a well planned trip is the
difference between happily spending the night where you
want or unhappily somewhere else.
For combustion engine cars, if you notice that yours
takes time to start while cranking the engine, it might reflect a problem with the battery or the combustion system. Keep monitoring it and replace the battery if it´s not
able to hold a charge or the charge drains very fast when
the engine is not working.
About fluids, we can check their levels and keep them
between minimum and maximum marks. For the
windshield washer, just filling up the reservoir is the only
action needed. However, with fluids like engine oil, coolant, brake fluid and transmission oil, if it is possible to
check them, it is advisable to analyze whether consumption has been quick and or a fluid has abnormally changed
colour or appearance. In that case, you could be facing a
problem with the engine such as overheating, leakages in
systems including hoses or rings, or even worse, possibility malfunctions inside the engine. Fortunately, we can
notice this before it is too late. If you see a light on in the
dashboard cluster, some smoke coming from the exhaust
pipe, or even from the engine, do not hesitate to go to experts.
Tires play an essential role in a car s performance. With
the recommended pressure, they help to have optimal performance and fuel efficiency, this last in combustion engine cars, of course. Tires are also an indicator of the health
of the suspension system. When the suspension system is
damaged or misaligned, the tire wear won´t be regular.
We can easily notice this last if, with the right tire pressure, the car still pulls to one side.
Try to take just necessary things with you. Hauling too
much luggage and heavy and unnecessary things will just
make the car waste fuel. By travelling light, you can re-
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duce the risk of accidents. Check also if all exterior parts
are working, items like all the car lights, tow lights,
windshield wipers, cargo straps and racks, if you are using them, and that the roof box is securely anchored.
Bringing basic tools and spare parts is a must. Check if
you have the proper spare tire for the car and tow, and if
there are all the necessary tools to change a tire, like a jack,
lever and, in some cases, the wheel lock key. For a flat tire,
there is quick inflation spray foam that can be used, but
with some restrictions. For instance, it is not advisable in
tires fitted with pressure sensors that report tire pressure
to your dashboard cluster. For a regular tire, though, it
can be very useful and might help to save lots of time.
Some other tools good to bring are pliers, screwdrivers,
warning signals, flashlights, jumper cables, tape, plastic
belts, cutters, duct tape and some blankets. We never know
how useful one or all of these can be. Even so, it always is
good to have an emergency phone number that you can
use anywhere. Always have a first aid kit in your car. Add
to it sunscreen, anti-acid, and any other medicine you think
you ll need. If you travel with many electronic devices,
have a backup battery and a charger to keep it full.
Plan the whole trip, starting times, stops along the way
like gas stations for refuelling, buying groceries at
depanneurs, just to stretch your legs, and then happily
continue the journey to your destination and back home.
You can use an app to follow the planned route precisely,
and if some roadblocks happen, the app can immediately
reroute the trip.
Last but not least, remember to keep your eyes on the
road, don t drive tired, and always use your safety belts.
Be polite while driving and anticipate your turns to reduce risks on the way. Do not lose sight of your main objective of a wonderful summer vacation, and don t forget
either to take amazing pictures of your well planned, very
enjoyable road trip.

Community Connections congratulates Mr. Aguillón on
completing his internship in Quebec to improve his
French. With competencies in the fields of Industrial drafting, CAD Mechanical drawing, 3D CAD modelling, and
Autodesk AutoCAD and Inventor, he also has extensive
experience with international motor vehicle manufacturers. Now available for employment, he can be reached at
armando@itest.com.mx.
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My Favourite Recipes

By P
atricia Klotz
Patricia

Summer is a time to make salads, so I want to share a
quick and easy salad that is one of my favorites: Bean
Salad. Also, since strawberries are in season, I have a
recipe for Strawberry Summer cake that s really good.
Hope you will try and like these recipes.

Bean Salad

Preheat the oven to 350°F and butter a 9-inch deep dish
pie pan, a small torte pan or 9-inch square cake pan.
In a medium bowl, whisk together the flour, baking powder and salt. Set aside.
In the bowl of an electric mixer, beat the butter and 1 cup
of the sugar until pale and fluffy, about 3 minutes.
Add the egg and vanilla and beat on low speed until well
combined. Gradually add the flour mixture, alternating
with the milk, and beat on low speed until smooth.
(Note: the batter will be very thick.)
Transfer the batter into the prepared pan and smooth with
a spatula (if you use a square cake pan, the batter will only
come about 3/4-inch up the sides of the pan
that s ok).
Arrange the strawberries on top, cut side down, so that
they completely cover the batter.
Sprinkle the remaining 2 tablespoons of sugar with a little cinnamon over the strawberries, or use 1 package
of vanilla sugar by Dr Oetker.

1 small can (398 ml) green beans
1 small can (398 ml) yellow beans
1 can kidney beans
1 can chick Peas
*Or use 1 can of 6 Bean Medley in place of kidney beans
and chick peas
Drain and rinse all beans.
Toss with 1 medium finely chopped or sliced onion.
In a saucepan combine:
½ cup salad oil
½ cup apple cider vinegar
1/8 cup sugar
1 Tsp salt
1 Tsp pepper

Bake for ten minutes at 350F, then reduce the heat to 325°F
and bake until the cake is lightly golden
and a tester comes out clean, about 40 min. Let the cake
cool in the pan on a rack.
Serve with sweetened whipped cream or vanilla ice cream,
fresh strawberries if desired.

Bring to a boil 1 minute, and then pour over beans and
onion.
Chill or marinate overnight.

Strawberry Summer Cake
1 1/2 cups all-purpose flour
1 1/2 teaspoons baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
6 tablespoons unsalted butter, softened, plus more for
greasing the pan
1 cup plus 2 tablespoons sugar, divided* or use cinnamon
sugar or vanilla sugar for the topping
1 large egg
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Note: Cake can be stored at room temperature for several
1/2 cup milk (low fat is fine)
days, loosely covered.
About 3/4 pound strawberries, hulled and halved
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SCAMMERS BEWARE
By Ron Kesseler
Hi everyone, I hope this month s article finds you all well.
So, warm weather has finally arrived. Well, along with
the spring and summer come outside repairs to walkways, stairs, ramps, decks, and roof issues, not to mention maintenance such as gardening and lawn care.
Well, PLEEEASE read on!

AprilJuly/August
/ May 2019 2022

police are unable to help. The matter is civil, not criminal,
so you lose your money plus the extra you have to pay to
have the job redone by a competent worker. (You CAN
make a complaint at the consumer protection office.)
So, if any worker decides to quote you a price for a job and
asks for half up front, or cash instead of cheques, you can
be sure you are dealing with a questionable individual.
Any honest contractor will not ask for money up front to
purchase materials. Most have running accounts at
major hardware centers.
Please understand, this is not 100% of the time. Some
smaller contractors do in fact need some money for the
materials, in which case you can go with the contractor
directly to the center, purchase the needed goods and then
have them delivered to your home. That way, you know
what is bought, (invoice), where it is, (your home), and
you can see the materials as they are used and can check
them off the list you have, (invoice). Usually, the salary is
paid at the end of the contract once you confirm that all
work has been done to your satisfaction.
The same scenario works for deck repairers, roofers or landscapers.
So, during this enjoyable spring and summer, beware of
the scammers and protect your hard-earned money. Remember, cheaper is NOT always better!!!

As you all know, I was in law enforcement for 34 years.
In those years, I encountered numerous fraudsters who
loved to prey on the people who are becoming unable to
do many of the forementioned chores because of either
physical or other restraints.
These fraudsters come in all shapes and sizes and can
be young or middle aged (usually). They begin by knocking on your door and pointing out that they noticed your
walkway was in need of repair, driveway needs to be
resurfaced before the damage worsens, etc. They say
they can do the needed repair for a very reasonable price,
(not really), and then usually give you a hand written
estimate of the repairs to be done on a piece of paper or These are my thoughts, what are yours?
receipt with no letterhead (name of business) or address
or contact number.
Ron
You can always insist on company or personal names
so you can verify their reputation on the internet or with
the consumer protection office.
Then, the worker comes back, works on the front
walkway for the day, pours cement, puts yellow tape
around the repairs and gets paid plus a Thank you for all
of your help! ... while in reality, the fraudster only bought
some planking, placed it around your walkway, mixed a
couple of bags of cheap cement, then poured it onto the
rough surface, giving it a new look. In reality, the walkway will break apart in the following winter and you
will not be able to contact the worker, probably because
he/she has a cell phone answering machine and won t call
you back, or has simply changed numbers.
Often the victims call the police, but, unfortunately, the

514-924-6023
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Canada, eh?
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Across:
4. How many provinces does Canada have?
8. Which city in Canada has the largest population?
9. Which coffee chain opened in Hamilton in 1964?
12. Which is Canada s only official bilingual province?
14. The capital city of Nova Scotia.
16. Which city was home to the first North American
YMCA?
18. How many points does the maple leaf on the flag
have?
19. What fruit does Canada export the most of?
21. What bird is on the $1 coin?
22. What is the $2 coin called?
24. What was the name of the now-defunct National
League baseball team in Montreal?
25. How many oceans border Canada?
26. One of the two national sports of Canada.
Down:
1. What is the city that is considered Hollywood North?
2. Which Canadian prime minister won the Nobel Peace
Prize?
3. What is the most purchased grocery item in Canada?
5. The capital city of Saskatchewan.
6. Who has the Canadian postal code HOH OHO?
7. The ship Bluenose is pictured on this Canadian coin.
10. Ocean Falls in BC has an average of 330 days of this
each year.
11. How many time zones does Canada have?
13. The first female Prime Minister of Canada was Kim
_________.
15. In which province is Jasper National Park?
16. Canada s oldest brewery was opened by this family
in 1786.
17. One of the two national sports of Canada.
20. Jagmeet Singh is the leader of which federal political
party?
23. This city annually hosts Canada s national Tulip
Festival

Sudoku

Answers on page 30

Solution on page 30
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Announcements, Birthdays and In Memoriam
Birthdays
Wayne Glover, July 2
Heidimarie Benk, July 4
Dave Dubeau, July 6
Ron Kennedy, July 9
Marc Lauzon, July 21
Trish Thivierge, July 23
Sam Carpini, July 24
Ron Kesseler, July 29
Earl Flint, July 30
Mike Migas, Aug. 8
Guy Hurtubise, Aug. 12
Glen Hilliker, Aug. 16
Stella Clarkson, Aug. 20
Micheline Groulx Stabile, Aug. 22
John Kennedy, Aug. 27
Anniversaries:
Ron and Gerry Kennedy, Aug. 16
Memorials
Arthur Glover , July 2
Stewart Pope. August 3
Doug Wright. August 4

Heritage(Social) Club

Upcoming events in July & August
JULY 2022
July 1. Karaoke cancelled
Saturday -July 9, Cribbage - 1:00 pm
Saturday -July 23, Xmas in July BBQ - 4:00 pm
Friday - July 29, Karaoke - 8:00 pm

AUGUST 2022
Saturday - Aug 6, Cribbage - 1:00 pm
Friday - Aug 12, Karaoke - 8:00 pm
Friday - Aug 26, Corn Roast - 7:00 pm, Karaoke - 8:00
pm

The Two-Mountains Craft Fair is on a mission to make
local organic produce available to the citizens and to
valorise local farmers and artisans. This mission is a food
security effort that aims to strengthen food autonomy in
Two-Mountains.
These Craft Fairs will take place on Saturday, July 30,
August 27, September 24, October 29, and November 26
at 12-3:30 PM. The first fair will take place at the Lions
Hall located at 111 13e Avenue, Deux-Montagnes, QC J7R
3T7. The last four fairs will take place at 4korners located
at 1650 Chem. d Oka, Deux-Montagnes, QC J7R 1M9. If
you would like to participate as a vendor in the Craft Fair
please contact Michelle at (450) 491-1555 or email
marchedeuxmontagnes@gmail.com.
Solution from page 29

Answers to crossword page 29
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At Brunet your
Health is all that
matters
Monday-Friday: 8:00-20:00 Saturday-Sunday: 9:00-17:00
809, chemin d Oka, D.M., (450) 491-3838
Monday-Friday: 9:00-16:00
Reseau Selection Deux-Montagnes
10, 8th Avenue, D.M.

